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(Convenience Translation) 

 

Thereupon: 

 

  Item 10: 

  Resolution on the creation of a Contingent Capital I, a Stock Option Program 2009, and 

the relevant changes in the Articles of Association  

 

The Chairman first reported that shareholder Oliver Schmidt proposes to withdraw 

without substitution the resolution on the creation of conditional capital 1 on stock option 

program 2009 and the corresponding amendment of the Articles of Association. 

The Chairman decided that first a vote should be held on the proposal by Mr Schmidt. If 

this proposal did not receive the required majority, he would then hold a vote on the 

proposal by the Management Board and the Supervisory Board. However, if the proposal 

by shareholder Schmidt received the required majority, Item 10 of the agenda would be 

withdrawn. 

Then, the Chairman ordered the vote on the proposal by shareholder Schmidt, which 

proceeded as follows: 

For the vote on this proposal, the subtraction method was used, but with the stipulation 

that those shareholders who wanted to vote "for" this proposal use voting slip "B" and put 

it in the ballot box marked "Yes", and if they wanted to abstain, to put voting slip "B" in the 

ballot box marked with "Abstention". Thus, only the yes votes and the abstentions were 

counted. The no votes were determined through subtraction. 

The Chairman then ordered the vote and called for the votes to be cast. The voting slips 

were then collected. After the Chairman asked if everyone had had the opportunity to cast 

their vote and received no objection from the group, he declared that the collection 

process was finished. 

He then reported the results. With 4,164,955 votes present, the meeting resolved 

  

against  2,280,870 no votes, 

and   1,595,168 abstentions, 

with  288,917 yes votes, i.e. approx. 11.2428 %, 

 

to reject the proposal to withdraw Item 10. The Chairman took note of the resolution and 

declared it final. 

As the proposal by shareholder Schmidt was rejected, the Chairman next put the pro-

posed resolution of the Management Board to a vote, upon which he pointed out a typo in 

the invitation. In section 5 (conditional capital), "conditional capital II" should be 

"conditional capital 2009/I". 
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(1) The Stock Option Program will have the following key points: 

 

Beneficiaries of Subscription Rights  

 

As part of the Stock Option Program, subscription rights on up to 560,000 shares may 

be issued until July 14, 2014 on one or several occasions to members of the 

company’s Board of Management and members of the management of associated 

companies (Article 15 AktG) as well as employees of the company and associated 

companies (these four groups together are the “beneficiaries”).  

 

Instead of the subscription rights expiring and not being exercised, new subscription 

rights can be issued.  

 

Members of the company's Board of Management may be issued subscription rights 

for up to 30,000 shares, members of the management of associated companies 

subscription rights for up to 240,000 shares, company employees’ subscription rights 

for up to 10,000 shares, and employees of associated companies subscription rights 

for up to 280,000 shares.  

 

Members of the company’s Board of Management who are also members of the 

management of associated companies receive only the portion of subscription rights 

intended for members of the company’s Board of Management. Company employees 

who are also members of the management of associated companies receive only the 

portion of subscription rights intended for members of the management of associated 

companies.  

 

Subscription right 

 

Each subscription right entitles the holder to acquire one no-par value bearer share of 

artnet AG in accordance with the conditions to be laid down for the subscription rights 

by Board of Management with the Board of Director's consent or by the conditions laid 

down by the Board of Directors if the members of the Board of Management are 

entitled to subscription rights. 

 

Issue period 

 

The subscription rights can be issued to beneficiaries on one or more occasions during 

a period of six weeks starting after an Annual General Meeting and after the 

publication of the annual and quarterly reports ("issue period"). The day of allocation 

(“allocation day”) is to be the same for subscription rights issued in an issue period. 
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Term 

 

The term of the subscription rights is ten years after the allocation day. After that time, 

the subscription rights expire without compensation.  

 

Exercise price 

 

The price paid to exercise the subscription rights ("exercise price“) for one artnet share 

corresponds to the average closing price of the company’s shares in Xetra trading on 

the “Regulated Market” (Prime Standard) of Deutsche Börse AG, or, if such a price is 

not established, in floor trading during the ten trading days prior to the respective 

allocation day of the subscription rights. The exercise price corresponds to at least the 

proportion in the share capital of the share subscribed to. A trading day is a day that 

the Regulated Market (Prime Standard) of the Deutsche Börse AG is open for trading. 

 

Waiting period and exercise periods  

 

Subscription rights cannot be exercised until two years have expired after the 

allocation day until the end of the term. Subscription rights may not be exercised in the 

period of two weeks before the end of the quarter until the end of the first trading day 

following the publication of the quarterly results and not in the period of two weeks 

before the end of the financial year until the end of the first trading day following the 

publication of the previous year’s annual results. Rights may only be exercised in units 

of at least 1,000 shares. In addition, the beneficiaries must comply with the limitations 

from general statutory provisions such as the Wertpapierhandelsgesetz (German 

Securities Trading Act). 

 

Exercising subscription rights is also not permitted during the period beginning on the 

day on which the company publishes in the Electronic Federal Gazette an offer to its 

shareholders to acquire new shares or debentures with convertible or subscription 

rights and ending on the day (inclusive in each case) on which the company’s shares for 

subscription are listed on the Regulated Market (Prime Standard) of the Deutsche 

Börse AG “ex subscription right” for the first time.  

 

Performance target 

 

The requirement for exercising subscription rights is that the closing price of artnet 

AG’s shares in Xetra trading on the Regulated Market (Prime Standard) of Deutsche 

Börse AG must be at least 10% above the exercise price on at least one trading day 

during the term of the subscription right (“performance target") in the period between 

issuing the subscription right and exercising the subscription right. 
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If the performance target for the subscription rights in question has been reached 

once, they can be exercised during their term in the exercise periods regardless of the 

further price development of artnet shares.  

 

Dilution protection 

 

The exercise price and the number of new shares will be adapted to the more detailed 

provisions of the conditions of the subscription rights, if, during the term of the 

subscription rights, the company either increases its capital in exchange for 

contributions or establishes conversion options or options outside this Stock Option 

Program and in doing so grants its shareholders a subscription right that can be traded 

on the stock exchange. In addition, the conditions for the subscription rights can 

provide for changes in the event of a capital increase from share premium, a capital 

reduction, or a special dividend. The change is intended to ensure that even after such 

measures are carried out and their related effects on the share price, the parity 

between the exercise price and the number of new shares obtainable per subscription 

right is maintained. Article 9, Paragraph 1 is thereby unaffected.  

 

Fulfillment 

 

The company is entitled to fulfill subscription rights by either issuing shares from the 

contingent capital created for this purpose, by disposing of its own shares, or by paying 

the difference per share between the exercise price and the average closing price of 

the company's shares in Xetra trading on the Regulated Market (Prime Standard) of 

Deutsche Börse AG or, if such a price is not established, in floor trading during the four 

weeks immediately following the day on which the subscription right was exercised. If 

fulfillment takes place with the payment of the difference, there is no obligation to pay 

the exercise price. The decision on which of these fulfillment possibilities, which also 

may be combined, will be selected in each individual case will be made by the Board of 

Management with the consent of the Board of Directors, or by the Board of Directors if 

members of the Board of Management are affected. The decisions of the Board of 

Management and the Board of Directors are to be guided solely by the interests of the 

company. 

 

Authorization 

 

In this context, the Board of Management, and the Board of Directors if members of 

the Board of Management are affected, will decide on issuing subscription rights. The 

Board of Management is authorized, if members of the Board of Management are not 

affected, to establish the additional details of the contingent capital increase and 

issuing the subscription rights with the consent of the Board of Directors. If members 

of the Board of Management are affected, the Board of Directors will establish the 

additional details of the contingent capital increase and issuing the subscription rights. 
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(2) The company’s share capital will be contingently increased by up to EUR 560,000 by 

issuing up to 560,000 no-par value bearer shares. The contingent capital increase aims 

to grant subscription rights to beneficiaries of the Stock Option Program described 

under point (1). Issuing shares from contingent capital will take place at the exercise 

price determined in accordance with point (1). The new shares will participate in the 

profit sharing at the beginning of the financial year in which they arise due to the 

exercise of the subscription right. The contingent capital increase will only be carried 

out if the subscription rights are exercised. 

 

(3) Article 5 of the Articles of Association be rewritten as follows: 

 

 "The company’s share capital is contingently increased by up to EUR 560,000 by issuing 

up to 560,000 no-par value bearer shares (Contingent Capital 2009/I). The contingent 

capital increase aims to grant subscription rights to beneficiaries of the Stock Option 

Program described under point (1). Issuing shares from contingent capital will take 

place at the exercise price determined in accordance with point (1). The new shares 

will participate in the profit sharing at the beginning of the financial year in which they 

arise due to the exercise of the subscription right. The contingent capital increase will 

only be carried out if the subscription rights are exercised. 

 

(4) Instruction  

 

The Board of Management and the Chairman of the Supervisory Board are instructed 

to register the resolution to point (3) in the Commercial Register only and not before 

the revoking of Contingent Capital I proposed in agenda item 9 point (2) has been 

entered in the Commercial Register. 

 

The Chairman called a vote on Item 10 of the agenda and asked the meeting to have the 

voting slips with the number 10 ready for collection. He once again noted that those who 

wanted to approve the proposal of the Management Board and thus wanted to vote yes did 

not have to do anything. 


